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Plant life management (РЫМ) of nuclear power plant is the concept and practice to provide profitability of safe
operation of nuclear electricity-generating installations. Therefore, application of the PL1M technology is a unique pos-
sibility for the nuclear power not only to preserve its presence at the generated electricity market but also to enlarge it
there at the first quarter of the third millennium.

Nowadays, in Russia. 29 power units are in operation, four power units (two at the Beloyarsk NPP and two at the
Novovoronezh NPP) have been shutdown to perform works for their de-commissioning, new power units are under
preparation for putting them in operation, new projects are under development with their realisation in the territory of
Russia and outside it.

PLIM is considered as the concept and procedure covering the whole life cycle of NPP, consisting of three main
phases:

• pie-operation;
• operation;
• post-operation.

Nowadays, a majority of NPP power units in Russia completed more than a half of the fixed plant life, and for
the power units with (he first generation reactors the fixed plant life is close to completion.

Minalom of Russia made the decision to make works for Р1ЛМ more active, having recognised as the basic con-
ceptual approach in strategic prospect and implementation of the PLIM technology as the prevailing trend of a practical
activity in the 21st century. The PLIM technology is based on the following main principles:

» providing safety based on the defencc-in depth concept and safety culture;
• meeting social and economic requirements;
» providing public succession.

In terms of economics, PLIM is the methodology (and practice) of optimising expenses to gain maximum profit
while preserving competitiveness at the market of electricity producers.

From a technical point of view, PLIM is a complex of activities to maintain/ enhance NPP safety, to provide op-
erability and durability of the main components and power unit, as a whole. Providing conditions for preparing and
realising PLIM must be considered at all the stages of the power unit life cycle. Providing the succession between the
above-mentioned phases with respect to information, methodological and technological constituents are most important
condition of success.

When considering the list ofthe main standard works for PLIM, one can notice that the structure of a full volume
of works can be presented as the sum of two constituents: specific for a particular power unit and universal one. A spe-
cific constituent implies realising the PLIM process at a particular power unit, and universal one implies development
scientific-methodological, tehnological and normative basis supporting PLIM process.

The concept of decommissioning NPP power units was developed and adopted in 1991, and nowadays is re-
newed. Its main principles and provisions correspond to a general approach to decommissioning nuclear power plants
which was adopted in international practice and recommended in the IAEA documents. Elimination of NPP power unit
is adopted in it as the basic option.
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